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"How many times have people used a pen or paintbrush because they
couldn’t pull the trigger?" - ~Virginia Woolf
Art is a powerful form of expression - communicating various range of ideas,
influencing minds, consoling hearts, creating rebels and revolutionaries,
providing refuge from the crudeness of reality; and most importantly,
finding one's own self.
In honour of Sri Aurobindo College celebrating its Golden Jubilee Year,
Phoenix-Pro released its newsletter - providing a platform for students of
the English Department to express themselves through legions of artistic
creativity. From pens to paintbrushes, students of the department have told
their own stories, exhibiting a remarkable gallery of unique individualistic
works.
It was a joy to be involved in the process of creating the newsletter with
fellow students and teachers. We hope readers enjoy walking through this
gallery of art made by their peers. The team anticipates active and engaging
participation from the budding artists of our department as we enter the
new academic year.

"I was never really insane except upon occasions when my heart was touched."
~Edgar Allan Poe
I want to be insane in the whorls of literature, I want my heart to be caressed
by the multitudes of ingenious literary expressions ever penned on this
eccentric Earth, that allow us to soar in our mortal coils and untether our
imaginations.
It is this crescendo of me, made up of all the words and emotions I've ever
come across, that presents to you, the most-awaited newsletter of the English
Department… “Phoenix-Pro Times 2021-2022"
Sri Aurobindo College (Day), established in 1972, is exhilarated to celebrate
its 50th anniversary in the year 2022. The Golden Jubilee marks an
invigorating experience of well-rounded experiences; be it education, cocurriculars or bondings made on campus with a progressive upward
movement on a broad spectrum.
The College's endeavor to channelize the energies of the youth by enhancing
the connectivity between heart, mind, body and soul has come to a fruitful
realization. Each literary and artistic expression is a record that gives us a
glimpse into the essence of the writer/creator, joining the strands of letters
and weaving them into a magnificent creation that's bound to leave us
breathless. Let's go forward in this journey of touching hearts and indulging
in a bit of insanity…After all, the best things emerge from spontaneous, spurof-the-moment acts right ;)

Shreya Jain
2nd Year

DESIGNER

Shaanba Arambam
3rd Year
When shapes take the form of metaphors and alignments are adjusted to one's compulsive desires; orders
become a fashion. I love creating things that are symmetrically chaotic, messed up jargons of colors and stories
intertwining one another with no algorithm, flexing onto the subjectivity of complexities. The vogue keeps on
changing and so do the eyes, adapting to this gradual process of perception is a joy of the arts. The stroke of hues
tells a story of the desires, love, passion and the words bounded by the lips; a breathing poetry.
The Annual Newsletter of the department attempts to amalgamate works of the artists: provide a frame to
their craft, an envelope to their letters and ink to their passions. It is a culmination of the support of our professors
and their guidance throughout. The 2022 Edition of the Newsletter expresses the desire of expression, within
oneself and with the Universe. We sincerely hope that the coming edition of the newsletter will open a broader
canvas for further expression and more staggering arts.

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

Slam Poetry Competition:

Phoenix Pro organised an Inter-college Slam Poetry competition where we received an
enormous amount of registrations, ahead of which, the exemplary lot was chosen, who
then recited their self-composed poems online on 16th September, 2021. The theme of
the competition was 'Freedom', which elicited beautiful performances and words to be
delivered with great passion and candor. Young, spirited voices came up with their
heterogenous perspectives on freedom and its various aspects. The session explored
varied attitudes towards freedom ranging from the idea of freedom as a fundamental
right to the concept of freedom as emancipation from expectations and sexism.
The event was judged by Prof. Tasneem Shahnaz, Dr. Raj Kumar Verma and Ms.
Mousumi Biswas who also briefed the audience about the history of slam poetry; how
poetry - an art form that was associated with the elite, had made its way to the common
folk. A knitted piece of words delivered with dynamic energy, slam poetry has the
power to uphold the human mind and touch beyond the senses.
This competition provided a great opportunity for students to let their creative minds
flourish and showcase their talents. Shaanba Arambam and Riya Tomar from Sri
Aurobindo College received the first and second prize respectively whereas Suhani
Mathur from Lakshmi Institute of Technology was awarded the third prize .

Partition, Memory and Post Memory:
On the occasion of the 75th Anniversary of India’s independence, the department invited
Prof. Sukrita Paul Kumar (well-known poet, critic, and academician) to share her
perspectives on ‘Partition, Memory and Post Memory’ on 17th August 2021. Prof.
Kumar’s talk centered around the event of Partition and how it radically transformed the
notions of home, belonging, self and community. She argued that literary texts serve as
testimonies and break the hegemony of accepted official history to acknowledge the
suppressed memories of individuals. The category of Partition literature goes beyond the
politics of mass migration and loss of territory to deal with subjective memory as an
“alternative authentic history”.
The riveting discussion on partition moderated by
Dr. Raj Kumar Verma was followed by a Q and A
session where the questions asked by students were
taken up. Attempt was to acquaint the students
with various texts under the rubric of partition
literature before they peruse it as a part of
their course.

Orientation:
Phoenix-Pro organised a Virtual Orientation programme on November 22nd, 2021 for the newest jewels
of the English Department. The Head of Department, Prof. Meeta Mathur welcomed the students with
her colossal experience. Transitions are crucial to thrive and prosper and the department came together to
assist students in their jump to a new educational experience.
Students were introduced to their faculty, course and syllabus; and given an intermittent realization of
what it means to be an English Honors student through a sneak preview of the various activities
conducted by the Literary Society. This was intermingled with jolly activities to help them commence and
enrich their college life. Singing and dancing performances from the seniors endeared and bonded the
department.
The goal of the orientation was to create students’ familiarity with the institution's regulations and
academic standards; and acquaint them with their classmates and other institutional members who would
be an intrinsic part of their journey as literary voyagers.
Talent Extravaganza cum Novato Fiesta '22:
Phoenix- Pro organised its 'Talent Extravaganza cum Novato Fiesta' for the new batch of 2021. Intended
as an ice-breaking session for the first year students, this event made the new batch of students more
forthcoming by giving a glimpse of their personalities, intellect and myriad talents.
The programme was divided into three rounds. In the first round; 'Best Dressed', participants were judged
on the basis of outfits they wore. In the second round; 'Just A Minute', participants showcased their
chosen talents within the time limit of one minute. From dialogues, bilingual rap poetry, inventive
feminist poetry, career rant, ghazal recitation to graceful semi-classical dance - the students put up a
delightful spectrum of performances that charmed us all. Finally, the 'Question and Answers' round
arrived where participants had to answer some thought-provoking and quirky questions posed to them by
the senior students. The rounds covered a slew of both literary and creative - to explore the personality of
the participants while providing them a creative outlet of expression. Participants were judged on their
wit, intellect, satirical responses, creativity, and overall personalities. Initially hesitant and nervous, the
first years were able to overcome their reserved nature and pleasantly surprised us all with their spirited
participation. At the end, the customary titles of 'Mr. and Ms. Fresher' were awarded to Kartavya Beniwal
and Tanya Bose,the 'Best Dressed(Female)' title to Sakshi Joshi, Shivangi Pandey as Miss Intellectual and
Radhika Chabra as Miss Quick Witted.
The participation of the first year students made the event successful along with the efforts of the core
team members and the gracious guidance of the head of department, Prof. Meeta Mathur and all the
teachers of English department.

Title Bearers from the Freshers

TANYA BOSE
Ms. Freshers

Kartavya
Mr. Freshers

RADHIKA
Ms. Quick Witted

SHIVANGI
Ms. Intellectual

SAKSHI JOSHI
Ms. Best dressed

Winning Poetries from the Slam Poetry Competition organized by Phoenix Pro
1st Prize

Of a Thousand Hours
I smell of rancid;

A distress cry of a thousand hours

Of sour rose and a voluptuous tongue

I weigh of twice, I shriek of twice

I taste of rum;

And there it flew, with vengeance done

Aged with horrors and distilled nightmares

I hold no more, and there it flew

Scratched are claws, of unnamed victories
I was stabbed; though each scar spelled love
My purple bruises kissed the heat of sun
My hands on my hips and my torso lean
My robes are down, my scars are mine
The twilight had me and nothing else
Voice of footsteps, of a heavy feet
Moved but none, I hold for awhile
None on me, I was bare.

A caged bird, and there it flew
I hold no more of an unrest soul
Of the first bright of dawn
My horrors no more
My eyes are closed, the rays on my lids;
The warmth of release,
The tenderness of silence,
Of freedom I whispered,
I am free
I am free.

Of a nameless ghost, bare I ran
The cathedral blue, of vacant hours
The moon walked by, I ran yet still
Of dusk the footsteps, the fright till known
Of midnight’s love, the candles melting
My legs spoke less and ran too little
Too little steps and the candles too short
The shadow at a yard ceased distance between me
The white candles searched my eyes on it
My breath I know not,
This is me and I am mine
His scars are mine, his torso carved the same of me
The fingers are mine, my reflections I remember
His face is mine, but he spoke much else.
A language of deliverance, of an aged vengeance
The proximity none, numb I was;
My tresses wet, beneath my skin it breathes
To every limb, it wailed.

-Shaanba Arambam
3rd Year

2nd Prize

Not to be Erroneous
Right from the outset, right from the first cry,
Right when I first showed up, my hands went up high,
The strongest woman I know has held my hand,
Don't you be erroneous,
These hands aren't fragile as a no man's land
Little are the footsteps, I fall, and I get up,
Little, be the pace, but I crawl, not give up.
The strongest woman I know has held me up
Don't you be erroneous,
You aren't facing a coward cause I'll never give up,
Dreaming of the planes, reaching high at the sun
Playing field games and always on the run
The strongest woman I know has lifted me up
Don't you be erroneous,
My wings took me far before someone's ifs and buts
A tomboy, smart, and bold in walk
Growing bones, assertive talk
The strongest woman I know is making me stronger
Don't you be erroneous,
I'm no less, to stand shoulder to shoulder
A bright mind and competitive
Learning everything I ever wanted
The strongest woman I know has extended my horizons
Don't you be erroneous,
I believe no limits, choosing my way, even if I'm wizened
Riding bikes and choosing adventure
There's more than housework, more than a shy gesture
The strongest woman I know lighted the spark in me
Don't you be erroneous,
The wind isn't stronger to blow it out from me
I grew up a hawk, measuring skies,
Not for the gold cages to occupy
The strongest women are making us stronger
Amongst them becoming another wonder
Don't anybody be erroneous,
Nothing could stop me from shining brighter and brighter.
-Riya Tomar
2nd Year

The Flowerbed
Life is a tragedy,
So full of despondency and contempt
Hoping to get out of this misery
And yet somehow
We learn to create
Memories all shades, iridescent.
We love, we lie
We believe, we fantasise
We kiss, we cry
We wreathe, we unwind
We soar, we glide
Higher and higher to the celestial spaces infinite.
Oh no! a storm is here,
Such a magnificent Olympic coloured cloud
Wreaking havoc all around
The thunderous roars and incessant lightning
As if it's dancing to the melody of Zeus.
I feel the air being knocked out of my lungs,
I surrender, I fall
With wings clipped and tied
Breathless and broken
Empty of devotion, full of despise.
I look up at the amber coloured blanket
that veils over the clouds,
I remember how I used to love thunderstorms
I remember the feel of cherry blossoms falling like
ambrosia from the sky
The gentle breeze grazing my skin,
Nearing the end of my time yet with each passing second
I feel more alive.

Falling down into the abyss of no return,
Nostalgia floods my brain, takes over my heart
Reminiscing all the times that
I laughed and loved,
Cherished and adored,
Kissed and cried,
Dreamt and fantasized,
Oh! I feel the blossoms falling and falling caressing my face and
arms
Trying to alleviate my sufferings
With each touch I feel revived.
Solace it does provide
for my heart is ecstatic yet aggrieved
This love, this torment, this inner turmoil
Will reside for eternity.
What must I do if I survive?
Once a wanderer, now a vagabond
Oh! I pray let this be the day
That I finally vanish
Into the thin air
Free of desire, Full of life
Healed and Loved
Out of sight.
-Swapnil Shashwat
1st year

Her Heart Says
Her weary heart says,
When would she get back the love she gave,
Waiting for the time which would bring it back to life from the grave.
Tired of always trying and being the amiable,
Now it’s the time to bandage the wounds and be stable.
She always wondered how the fairy tales feel like,
Having the prince beside brings the safest feelings but in disguise.
The weight of worries become heavy on the chest,
Doing nothing she just took a deep long breath.
Harshita Bisht
1st Year

Fear and Silence
Let me tell you all a story
About the worst day of a girl's life
The day she fears everyday
The day she hopes never comes in her life.

They ran after her
With all their might
Trying to catch her
Her hair or her hand

Eying from the corner of her eyes
She saw a trusted face.
A face she might not be able
To forget for the rest of her life

And as I said before
The devil has his ears everywhere
And he helped them, they won their battle
They finally got a hold of her hand

Never would have she thought
A brother to her
A friend so sweet
Would be her culprit

The moment he touched her,
She lost faith in everything
Her knees trembling with fear
Her heart beating so fast it could be heard from a mile

A culprit you ask
And as I recall well
She was getting scared
As he had never followed her home

A person can survive in the world
Without food for three weeks
And without water for three days
But without hope, not even a second

And to get away from him
She committed the biggest mistake
She ran into the parking area
And yet she could see him

She saw her hips fly away
But every dark tunnel has a bright end
And there he was
Her ray of hope

Now she prayed more than ever
But her prayers were left unheard
And I think the devil heard him
Now there were three following her

Tanya Bose
1st year

And she ran being breathless
Even though she used to play
Today she couldn't catch a breath
Her body slowly gave up
But still, she ran
With all her might
And tried to scream
And yet not a decibel of sound came out.

Silence
Girl in silent voice,
With utterance in a heart,
In the world of noise.
Sarvjeet Kaur
1st Year

Bury a friend
I want to bury a friend. Thinking about her soul drifting away in the pitch-black void of
nothingness soothes me.
No more bustling days, no more overwhelming tears, and no more longing for happiness
that will never arrive. She will be free, floating away, not feeling a thing, not thinking
anything, not overthinking anything.
She'll be at peace.
I look at her, struggling. She struggles in a world that snatches away everything from her,
but gives back nothing.
She's on a loop, rewinding every day over and over again until it eats her up. She can't do
anything to stop it. She can't leave this matrix of everlasting emptiness because she has her
burdens.
The people she cares for have a rope around her. Stopping her from falling over, not letting
her tumble over the cliff leading to the dark vacuum of peacefully ever after.
She contemplates this, finding it pathetic that all she has to live for is other people. She's
scared of hurting them, leaving them. She loves them.
She's miserable.
She tries to find her own reasons to not fall into the void. She thinks of the places she wants
to go to, the concerts she wants to experience, the people she wants to meet and the beautiful
feeling of love she wants to have.
She tries to comfort herself with these things, but her trouble lingers away in her mind once
again.
She looks back on the thought of death.
Its emptiness, its silence, its void, it is…boring.
She feels her fingertips typing this, her ears listening to bohemian rhapsody for the fifth
time, her tongue tasting the gorgeous dark chocolate she just ate.
She won't feel this in the void.
…Maybe I don't want to bury my friend.
-Shivangi Pandey
1st year

Scars are Beautiful
Because you’ve got them
Don’t bow your head,
Just walk with them,
With a motive ahead.

There is beauty in your eyes
With a golden heart that catches sight,
Scars are beautiful and so are you.
Flaunt them with pride.

Talk like a princess
Walk like a princess,
Cause you’re not a mess,
Instead you are the best.

-Srishti Budhija (2nd year)

A Starry Night
A poem written in reference of Jamie and Landon's night from "A walk to remember "

Lights were dim,
Hands entangled,
Eyes deep in emotion
Heart full of warmth.

As the night grew older
And time was getting over
We were getting eager
For when we slip into us

We were moving slowly
Body auto synced
Music was slow
And every eye wistful

The night fell
You came closer
We tilted our heads
And the magic work started

Others were watching us, remembering
How it used to be young
Feeling what they first had
Loving what we have
It was pretty clear
What we have is real
What we feel is real
We are real

Well you know...
The night was beautiful
We made it memorable
Cause it was made for us
That one starry night

--Aakriti Gupta
1st year

Night was young
So were we
That was our night
That was our day
That was our song
That was us
You treated me as your world
All I ever asked for
All I never thought of
You came to me as a blessing
EXPECTATIONS
You can’t deny expectations
They are a part of your patience
Something that takes place between relations,
They are your temptations
Causing heartache implications
Giving you inspiration
Putting your benevolence in limitations
Helping you in preparation
Of this world to give you a reputation
Sometimes cause separations
Sometimes revamp situations.
-Vania Syed
1st year

Echoes On The Shore

My eyeballs float
Unstable, about to abort
Drops of tears are forming
With moves of Cinderella dancing.

Take my hand my love
Take me away from this pool
No more deceit and mess
No more heartbreak and pretense

This is mockery
I wish I can slap this air
Emotions boiling
The broth spilling
My heart is wailing loud
I can't hear my voice in a crowd.

My melodies sing to me
I want to travel to your reality and fantasy.

-Shreya Jain
2nd year

Is there hope to see tomorrow
A new day and light will you allow?
Pain and misery is my cup
Dives and skipping away from the cusp.
My ship is flooded and risky
Sail it can't, I need to fly
My wings are heavy
Up the sky I can't fly.
Maybe this is my end.
Yes, the end of a new beginning.
Let the clouds rain a new dawn,
Let the morning chills cast a rainbow.

Better Days are Coming
The end is not yet so far;
We look up and find destruction in every part.
We struggle to find a place of relief and,
One day you will find a state of belief.
I know a day will come when we all have time for rest and relief,
Exploring the nature and making the earth clean.
Stars will shine more brighter in the dark and
Rain will fall by precious heart.
Wait and calm yourself a little more because
Good days are coming to say hello.
Let us all meditate and give our self a belief,
Better days are coming to give us relief.

Shamama Malik
2nd Year

I Saw Her Silent Death!
She somehow felt not comfortable,
Within the skin she was in.
It was much like worldly death,
When body is all that others discern.

A mathematically perfect body,
Just to please their eyes.
She was asked to cover her soul,
With body which within numeric value lies.

The soul was leaving the bond that with body,
To let it bloat up like a balloon.
And notorious body! It went out of shape,
Left what was willowy, slender or some tender scape.

Not one or two but many were there,
Who remained as silent guests.
For there were three of each gender,
Enjoying their state of rest.

It wasn't planned but a sudden death,
Not even natural but a killing.
Not bullet but the weapon was venomous,
For it had landed on her ears from some fallen words.

Also there was a well suited virtual being,
But sadly on a television screen.
He too witnessed her wither,
While her self she tried to gather.

She was greeted with scanning eyes,
From side to side and top to toe.
"Your shape is like that of a mortar,”
The killer said crushing and grinding her esteem.

But in her own damaged state,
The tears finding their way got lost.
Lips smiled with every drop of poison she drank,
Convinced that it too was some life giving nectar.

"Sleeveless does not suit jiggly arms.”
"What are your flabby thighs competing with”
She looked into the mirror, I saw her frown,
The killer had turned her into a clown.

Like that golden Dandelion,
Which turned into a puffball.
The seed of her being too stood waiting,
For the stiff breeze to carry it along.

Vicious little darts filled the pores,
Of every cubic inch of her skin.
Lips dried and eyes cried,
While heart trembled in the silent pain.

And I stood there trying,
To infuse sense into dead brains.
Asking their murderous minds,
To keep their spiteful jokes to them.

"It is just a joke nothing serious,”
The killer smirked holding a weapon.
If only the killer knew,
Of a pain beyond that of tired hands.

They did stop their howling,
But gleaming eyes still judgy,
Killed an innocent girl,
Right in front of my eyes.

If only he wasn't blind,
To a pain invisible to the naked eyes.
The pain that her teary red eyes hid,
While she was being body shamed.
"Lemon and hot water, cinnamon too would do,
“Running, yoga ,diet and gymming.
Oh girl! Be on your toe,
Or else the body would lose its flow.

~Vimarshi Koul
3rd Year

Erase
Unsee,
Unname,
Unknow me.
I want to be..
To not belong here, there or anywhere
With him, her or them.
To fall,
To fall free,
To fall with no gravity.
Unskin,
Unchain me,
I give you back your anklet,
Your "present".
Needed it never,
I want it no more.
I want to be present,
In my present.
Unclaim me,
For all you see belongs to you,
But you know me no more
So undo it all.
Set me free.
-Rupal Pandey
3rd year

Feeling love for the first time
Talking to you at night,
Makes me feel light;

You know that I'm not so pretty,
But still you wanna talk to me till infinity;

Your words are echoing in my mind,
Giving me the feeling, that no one can find;

Though we both are bounded by limits,
But for me you wanna go beyond those limits;

I can't explain what I'm feeling right now,
Maybe no one can explain this feeling somehow;

I know we started talking just two days ago,
But still I can't bear letting you go;

I wanna feel this till eternity,
Carry me to the world of ecstasy;

I dwell in fantasy,
Like a fish in a sea;

I'm a prisoner of your prison,
Because I'm repeatedly seeing us in my vision;

Because of your love I can fly,
Hold my hand tightly until I die.

Sometimes while talking to you, I experience deja vu,
But I really want you with me forever in reality too;
Day-dreaming about meeting for the first time with you,
And about that no one will have any clue;

-Shivani
3rd year

Beneath the Drape
Beyond the valiant gaze and the might above,
The tresses that pulsate to the wails of fright,
The smeared sandal paste and the linen at grip,
The dancing wildfire with the flames of rage,
A might of flood waved in dark and blood,
A heavy silence hinders with an echo of breath,
The legs trembling, send chills down the spine,
A swelling whiskey eye of an endless night,
The wait of bright to the mountain of terror,
A knock at the door of an unnamed ghost
A tyrant soul with a breathless horror,
The weave in red and with trails, its path
Tarnished down, unless thy bloods are shielded,
In sheets and clothes, in bosom and at grip,
The march ahead, of wildfire’s ravagery,
The drapes be tight and arms at length,
An avalanche of wildfire with a hostile terror,
The flesh might scorch but the core will resist.

-Shaanba Arambam
3rd Year

MOVIE REVIEW
Greta Gerwig’s Little Women (2019) is A Masterpiece and Here’s Why
When I was eleven years old, my mother gave me a copy of 'Little Women' by Louisa May Alcott. It took me a
week to read the book twice in a row. I love this book in my marrow. The stories of Jo, Meg, Amy, and Beth
March have resonated with me, and many readers across generations - so much so that there have been
multiple stage and screen adaptations of the beloved novel. With the most recent motion picture adaptation of
the book before the 2019 version, having been released in 1994, how did the story of the March sisters find its
way back in the millennial consciousness? Acclaimed filmmaker Greta Gerwig being at the helm of this
adaptation with her writing and direction, gave audiences an entirely new interpretation. But how much
further could a 19th century text be stretched out? Well, let’s find out.
(Spoiler warning for those who haven’t read the book and/or seen the movie!)

The Non-Linear Timeline
Gerwig flips the structure of the book that follows one linear timeline. The past and present weave back and
forth between childhood and adulthood. Instead of beginning where the book does - at Christmas with the
March family, the film opens with the protagonist Jo living in New York, selling one of her stories to an
editor. It puts Jo’s writing and ambition, front and center - not treating it as a hobby that she puts aside. We
see adult Meg counting pennies to afford a dress before we see her as a young girl eager to join high society.

Amy’s relationship with Laurie is forecast early and often, making their eventual marriage much more
believable than previous adaptations. While the previous versions of adaptations treat the lives of the
March sisters peripherally, largely leading to their marriages and dropping them like their lives have
ended; Gerwig uses this construction to find parallel moments in their lives to make them feel like real
people who grow and exist into adulthood. It also becomes a story about adults looking back fondly on
childhood. Gerwig has stated that her decision of cutting back and forth between the timeline is her,
“playing with the idea of is that what happened or is that how you remembered it? Or is that what
happened or is that how you wrote it down?” This creates an opportunity to explore the contrast between
the lower stakes concerns of childhood and consequential challenges of adulthood. This contrast is further
enhanced by the warm and vibrant colours in scenes of childhood, and cold and duller colours in scenes of
adulthood.

Marriage and Amy’s Defense
In the beginning when Jo sells her story to the editor, she asks
him if he would consider publishing a story she (her “friend”)
writes in the future. He replies with an advice.
This exchange between Jo and the editor brings attention to
what would be the common obstacle faced by the March sisters
throughout the story. For them and women at the time, the
choice was relatively reduced to marriage or death. Though each
of the March sisters is intelligent and talented in her own way,
the legal and economical structure of the era makes life for
single women near impossible, unless of course possessing
inherited wealth like Aunt March.
Amy, who receives far more attention in this
adaptation than the ones before, expresses her
thoughts on marriage to Laurie.
While the March sisters are lucky enough to marry
someone who they have deep affection for by the
end, each of them has an awareness that is
inescapable - marriage is an “economic
proposition” more than a romantic one. By giving
Amy’s logic a context, Gerwig points that
individual choices are a result of systematic cause
and effect. Amy must abide by the rules of the
world she lives in till a change; be it structural
provides her freedom to some extent. In a world
where there are limited options for them, these
sisters learn to negotiate the best future for
themselves.

The Dilemmas of A Modern Woman
In a brilliantly acted scene by lead actress, Saoirse Ronan - she expresses
Jo’s frustrations at the patriarchal society while also viewing her
singledom through a different perspective than she once did. Jo, who has
consistently expressed her disinterest in marriage, realises that a life of a
spinster might be lonely and her sisters may have married not for mere
economic stability but also genuine love and desire for companionship in
life. By writing a scene like this with these exact words, Gerwig
undergirds the message that a woman in love is not a weak woman.
Jo and Louisa
Gerwig presents ‘Little Women’ as a homage to writing and a love letter to Louisa May Alcott herself.
Commenting on Alcott’s influence on her, Gerwig says, “As a child, my hero was Jo March…but as an adult,
its Louisa May Alcott.” Gerwig creates parallels between Jo and Alcott herself as the book was semi
autobiographical. At the end of the film, Jo negotiates the same deal for her book that Alcott did for the
rights and percentages of profits for 'Little Women', the book. In the 1860s, Alcott’s publishers gave her
such a good deal because they believed the book wouldn’t be a huge success. Well, Louisa had the last laugh.
The amendment of Jo’s conclusion by Gerwig is to honour Alcott’s original vision of making Jo a spinster as
she herself remained unmarried all through her life. In a very meta scene, Jo being forced by her publisher to
end her book with the heroine getting married is similar to Alcott being forced to end Jo’s story with her
getting married to Professor Bhaer. Gerwig treats the character of Bhaer as a deus ex machina in the film,
like the joke the film knows it's making and the joke that Alcott made. Instead of dedicating much of the
screenplay to Jo and Bhaer’s relationship, Gerwig spends more time for Jo to define herself. Bhaer doesn’t
introduce Jo to the opera, Jo seeks it out herself. He doesn’t inspire her to write Beth’s story or get her book
published. She does it all by herself. Acknowledging the strangeness of his inclusion in the story, Gerwig
reframes Jo as a motivated, self-sufficient and empowered person - mirroring her character to Alcott. Like in
the book, Jo reunites with her family, opens her school, gets her book published but most importantly feels
loved on her own terms. This Jo comes to truly understand her loneliness. For her, loneliness is not caused
by the lack of a romantic partner but the haunting memories of time spent with family and friends that
cannot be recaptured. Her arc is one of coming of age and self-discovery.
Conclusion: A “girl’s story”
Gerwig, stating the reason for creating this project says, “I’ve always felt that whether you’re writing a
novel or making a film…what you choose to put thirty feet tall on a screen, tells the audience it’s important;
and for me, making lives of girls and women important, and thirty feet tall, and shot on celluloid - its worth
it and it says your lives have mattered.”
'Little Women' is a heartwarming tale of sisterhood, growing up,
love, loss, grief, motivation, resistance and many other things. It is a
bold critique of patriarchal customs manifesting in the institution of
marriage, economics and the stories we tell. What makes the film so
engaging is the nuances in the lives of women - even those “of
domestic struggles and joy.” It gives us a sense of hope - though
radical change is slow, we can still find the ability to wrestle with the
flawed institutions of society.
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"If I read a book and it makes my whole body so cold no fire can ever warm me, I
know that is poetry." - Emily Dickinson
"Art is to console those who are broken by life." - Vincent van Gogh
"Definitions belong to the definers, not the defined." - Toni Morrison, Beloved
"The truth is what I cherish and that's my strength." - Sophocles, Oedipus Rex
"I don't paint dreams or nightmares, I paint my own reality." - Frida Kahlo
"My weapon is literature." - Chinua Achebe
"The books that the world calls immoral are books that show the world its own
shame."
- Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray
"I write only because
There is a voice within me
That will not be still"
- Sylvia Plath, Letters Home
"You think your pain and your heartbreak are unprecedented in the history of
the world, but then you read." - James Baldwin
"His imagination paints nothing to him, his heart asks nothing from him."
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Discourse on the Origin of Inequality
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